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MODEL STRUCTURES FOR (∞, n)-CATEGORIES ON
(PRE)STRATIFIED SIMPLICIAL SETS AND
PRESTRATIFIED SIMPLICIAL SPACES
VIKTORIYA OZORNOVA AND MARTINA ROVELLI
Abstract. We prove the existence of a model structure on the cate-
gory of stratified simplicial sets whose fibrant objects are precisely n-
complicial sets, which are a proposed model for (∞, n)-categories. This
model structure was first conjectured by Riehl to be a special case of a
family of model structures due to Verity. We then construct a Quillen
equivalent model based on simplicial presheaves over a category that
can facilitate the comparison with other established models.
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Introduction
Grothendieck and Quillen observed that the nerve of ordinary 1-categories,
taking values in simplicial sets, allows us to study the homotopy theory of
categories. The nerve construction is a fully faithful embedding, and its
essential image can be characterized as those simplicial sets which admit
unique inner horn extensions. Dropping the uniqueness requirements led to
the notion of a “quasi-category”, which is a model of an (∞, 1)-category. Joyal
and Lurie took the first steps towards understanding the theory of (∞, 1)-
categories by means of a model structure on the category of simplicial sets
whose fibrant objects are precisely quasi-categories.
One might want to try and apply the same ideas to 2-categories or more
generally n-categories. When n > 1, the approach has the caveat that the
simplices in dimension at least 2 have to play a double role, encoding both
higher (possibly non-invertible) cells of an n-category, but also recording the
composition of the lower-dimensional cells. As a manifestation of this issue,
the nerve construction for n-categories, as defined by Street, fails to be fully
faithful.
In order to solve this problem, Roberts introduced the additional structure
of a “stratification” on the nerve, declaring that the simplices corresponding
to identity cells are “marked”. Verity showed that the resulting Roberts–
Street nerve, taking values in “stratified simplicial sets”, is a fully faithful
functor whose image can be characterized as those stratified simplicial sets
that admit unique extensions with respect to three classes of maps, recovering
a similar picture to the case n = 1. These stratified simplicial sets go under
the name of “strict n-trivial complicial sets”.
Given that the naturally occurring examples of higher categories are not
strict, one might want to modify the stratified nerve construction to accom-
modate the new framework. To this end, rather than working with a strat-
ification in which only identities are marked, one can instead consider the
“saturated” stratification for the nerve of an n-category, in which the marked
simplices are precisely the equivalences. The resulting nerve is an “n-trivial
(weak) complicial set”, in the sense that it admits extensions with respect to
the same classes of maps, but the lifts are no longer unique. However, when
endowed with the saturated stratification, the nerve gains the right lifting
property with respect to a fourth kind of map, as a manifestation of the fact
that all equivalences are marked.
The n-trivial complicial sets that are also saturated, or for short n-com-
plicial sets, are a proposed model of (∞, n)-categories. This perspective was
widely explored in [Rie18, §3], where the existence of a model structure for
n-complicial sets was conjectured. It is expected that this model structure
on Strat should be equivalent to the other established models of (∞, n)-
categories (cf. [BSP11, Conjecture 15.13]). A variety of other models of
(∞, n)-categories are already known to be equivalent, see e.g. [Ara14, BSP11,
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BR13a, BR14, Hau18]; amongst them we mention Rezk’s Θn-spaces [Rez10],
which are fibrant objects in the category sSetΘ
op
n of simplicial presheaves over
the category Θn. The aim of this work is to establish the model structure
for n-complicial sets and take the first steps towards the further comparison
with Θn-spaces.
Given that the models of n-complicial sets and of Θn-spaces offer different
advantages, an explicit comparison would yield a useful tool to export the
constructions from one model to another. For instance, when working with
(pre)stratified simplicial sets the Gray tensor product is easy to define, as just
the product of presheaves over t∆. On the other hand, the globular approach
of Θn-spaces is fertile to talk about dualities of an (∞, n)-category.
Riehl conjectured in [Rie18] the existence of a model structure for n-comp-
licial sets as a special instance of a theorem of Verity [Ver08b], which gives
conditions to obtain cartesian model structures on on the category Strat of
stratified simplicial sets. In this paper we start by providing the verifications
of these conditions, obtaining a proof of the desired model structure for n-
complicial sets, which appears as Theorem 1.25.
Theorem A. There is a cartesian model structure on the category Strat of
stratified simplicial sets, whose fibrant objects are precisely n-complicial sets.
To record the piece of information given by a stratification on a simplicial
set, one can identify a category t∆ obtained by adding to ∆ new objects
[m]t as well as structure maps [m]→ [m]t for m ≥ 1. A “stratified simplicial
set” is then a presheaf X : t∆op → Set with the further condition that the
set of marked k-simplices X([m]t) is contained in the set X([m]) of ordinary
k-simplices, namely that the new structure map X([m]t) → X([m]) is an
inclusion.
With the further goal in mind of finding an explicit comparison of models
between Rezk’s Θn-spaces and Riehl–Verity’s n-complicial sets, we produce
two intermediate model structures on the categories Set t∆
op
and sSet t∆
op
of “prestratified simplicial sets” and “prestratified simplicial spaces”, respec-
tively. In this paper, we construct such model structures and show that there
are Quillen equivalences
Strat ⇄ Set t∆
op
⇄ sSet t∆
op
.
Producing a Quillen equivalence
sSet t∆
op
⇄ sSetΘ
op
n
with the model of Θn-spaces is the subject of an ongoing project, joint with
Bergner.
The model structure that we put on Set t∆
op
relies on Cisinski’s theory of
model categories of presheaves [Cis06], generalizing the techniques involved
in establishing the Joyal model structure on sSet for quasi-categories [Joy08].
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Theorem B. There is a model structure on the category Set t∆
op
of prestrat-
ified simplicial sets, whose fibrant objects are called n-precomplicial sets, and
this model structure is Quillen equivalent to Riehl–Verity’s model structure
on the category Strat .
The construction of the model structure appears as Theorem 1.28, and
the Quillen equivalence as Proposition 1.35.
Next, in order to create a Quillen equivalent model structure on simplicial
presheaves over t∆ we specialize Ara’s method from [Ara14], which is in turn
a generalization of methods of Joyal–Tierney [JT07] and Cisinski–Moerdijk
[CM13].
Theorem C. There is a model structure on the category sSet t∆
op
of pre-
stratified simplicial spaces, whose fibrant objects are called n-precomplicial
spaces, and this model category is Quillen equivalent to the model structure
on Set t∆
op
for n-complicial sets.
The construction of the model structure appears as Theorem 2.7, and the
Quillen equivalence as Theorem 2.14.
The model of n-precomplicial spaces, which is morally a generalization
of Rezk’s model for complete Segal spaces [Rez01], is also interesting in
itself. On the one hand, it carries all the advantages of model categories of
simplicial presheaves; for instance, it is easy to define n-precomplicial objects
in a different model category. On the other hand, the indexing category t∆
does not depend on n, so describing an n-precomplicial space for large n
requires the same amount of data as for small values of n.
In an ongoing project, we aim to achieve the final comparison with Θn-
spaces.
Conjecture. The model structure on the category sSet t∆
op
of prestratified
simplicial spaces for n-precomplicial space is Quillen equivalent to the model
structure on Rezk’s model structure on sSetΘ
op
n for Θn-spaces.
The equivalence of models has already been established for n = 1, and
boils down essentially to the fact that Lurie’s model structure for naturally
marked simplicial sets and Rezk’s model structure for complete Segal spaces
are Quillen equivalent.
Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Emily Riehl and Dominic
Verity for generously sharing some of their drafts and ideas, and for giving
us valuable inputs. We also would like to thank Julie Bergner, Magdalena
Ke¸dziorek and Lennart Meier for useful conversations.
1. The model structure for n-(pre)complicial sets
In this section, we define the categories Strat and Set t∆
op
of stratified and
prestratified simplicial sets, and put Quillen equivalent model structures on
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them. The fibrant objects, called “n-(pre)complicial sets”, are a proposed
model for (∞, n)-categories.
1.1. Prestratified and stratified simplicial sets. We start by giving a
description of Verity’s category t∆ from [Ver08b], in terms of its generators
and relations.
Notation 1.1. Let t∆ be the category defined as follows. The set of objects
is given by
Ob(t∆) := {[m] for all m ≥ 0} ∪ {[m]t for all m ≥ 1}.
The maps in t∆ are generated under composition by the following four kinds
of maps:
• cofaces di : [m]→ [m+ 1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1,
• codegeneracies si : [m]→ [m− 1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1,
• counmarking maps ϕ : [m]→ [m]t for m ≥ 1,
• comarking maps ζ im : [m]t → [m− 1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
subject to the usual cosimplicial identities
djdi = didj−1 : [m− 2]→ [m] if 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m
sjdi = disj−1 : [m]→ [m] if 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m
sjdj = id = sjdj+1 : [m]→ [m] if 0 ≤ j ≤ m
sjdi = di−1sj : [m]→ [m] if m+ 1 ≥ i > j + 1 ≥ 1
sjsi = sisj+1 : [m+ 2]→ [m] for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m
and the additional relations
ζ iϕ = si : [m+ 1]→ [m] for m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ m,
siζj+1 = sjζ i : [m+ 2]t → [m] for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m.
The generating morphisms of t∆ can be pictured as follows.
[0] [1] [2] · · ·
[1]t [2]t · · ·
ϕ ϕ
ζ0 ζ0
ζ1
Digression 1.2. Verity essentially gives this description of t∆ in terms of
generators and relations in [Ver08b, Observation 12]. The list of relations
is however not exhaustive, as the family of relations sk ◦ ζ l+1 = sl ◦ ζk is
omitted1. The complete description of t∆ will appear in [RV18].
1Without the relation sk ◦ ζl+1 = sl ◦ ζk, we almost recover instead Street’s category
h∆ from [Str87, Section 5], modulo the fact that h∆ does not contain [1]t amongst its
objects.
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We are interested in presheaves over t∆.
Definition 1.3. A prestratified simplicial set is a presheaf X : t∆op → Set .
We write
Xm := X([m]) and tXm := X([m]t),
and we write
(t)Xm := X([m](t))
for the value of X at a generic element [m](t) of t∆. We denote by Set
t∆op
the category of prestratified simplicial sets.
Remark 1.4. The inclusion ∆ →֒ t∆ induces a functor
U : Set t∆
op
→ sSet
which sends a prestratified simplicial set to its underlying simplicial set. In
particular, to describe a (pre)stratified simplicial set it is enough to give the
underlying simplicial set, and describe which simplices are marked (possibly
with multiple labels). The forgetful functor Set t∆
op
→ sSet mapping a
prestratified simplicial set to its underlying simplicial set has both a left and
a right adjoint,
(−)♭ : sSet ⇄ Set t∆
op
: U and U : Set t∆
op
⇄ sSet : (−)♯.
The left adjoint (−)♭ assigns to a simplicial set X its minimal stratification
X♭, where only degenerate simplices are marked. We regard this one as
the canonical stratification on a simplicial set, and often omit the notation.
Similarly, the right adjoint (−)♯ assigns to a simplicial set X its maximal
stratification X♯ where all simplices marked in positive degrees.
We record for further reference the notation for representable prestratified
simplicial sets.
Notation 1.5. We denote by
• ∆[m] the prestratified simplicial set represented by [m] form ≥ 0. In
particular, only degenerate simplices are marked. We observe that
∆[0] is the terminal object of Set t∆
op
.
• ∆[m]t the prestratified simplicial set represented by [m]t for m ≥
1. In particular, besides the degenerate simplices, the only non-
degenerate m-simplex is marked.
• ∆[−1] the prestratified simplicial set that is constant at the empty
set, i.e., given componentwise by (t)∆[−1]k = ∅. We observe that
∆[−1] is the initial object of Set t∆
op
.
A direct verification (or an instance of [Cis06, Proposition 1.2.27]) shows
the following characterization of monomorphisms in Set t∆
op
.
Lemma 1.6. The class of monomorphisms in Set t∆
op
is the saturation in
the sense of Definition A.5 of the set of maps
I := {∂∆[m] →֒ ∆[m] | m ≥ 0} ∪ {∆[m] →֒ ∆[m]t | m ≥ 1}.
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Any monomorphism of prestratified simplicial sets factors into two pieces:
a “regular” inclusion and an “entire” inclusion, which we now define. These
notions agree with Verity’s original ones from [Ver08b, Definition 9] in the
case of maps of “stratified simplicial sets”, which will be defined later.
Definition 1.7. A monomorphism of prestratified simplicial sets j : X →֒ Y
is
(1) entire if it is an identity on the underlying simplicial set.
(2) regular if for every m ≥ 1, the following diagram is a pullback.
tXm Xm
tYm Ym
ϕ
j j
ϕ
Remark 1.8. The class of regular inclusions is closed under compositions,
retracts, transfinite compositions, and products with any prestratified sim-
plicial set.
Verity works with prestratified simplicial sets that satisfy a further condi-
tion.
Definition 1.9 ([Ver08b, Definition 5]). A stratified simplicial set2 is a pre-
stratified simplicial set X : t∆op → Set such that the structure maps
tXm → Xm
induced by the coforgetful maps ϕ : [m] → [m]t are injective for all m ≥ 1.
We denote by Strat the full subcategory of Set t∆
op
given by the stratified
simplicial sets.
For a stratified simplicial set X : t∆op → sSet , we think of Xm as the
set of m-simplices, and of tXm ⊂ Xm as the subset of marked or thin n-
simplices. Following the same intuition, when X is only prestratified an
m-simplex can be marked admitting multiple labels, and tXm is then a set
of labels of marked m-simplices.
Example 1.10. All the representable prestratified simplicial sets from Nota-
tion 1.5 are stratified simplicial sets. An example of a prestratified simplicial
set that is not stratified will be given in Example 1.11.
As pointed out in [Ver08b, Observation 12], Strat is a reflective subcate-
gory of Set t∆
op
, as the inclusion i fits into an adjoint pair
R : Set t∆
op
⇄ Strat : i.
2We warn the reader that Verity’s use of the terminology “stratified” is unrelated to
that of Ayala–Francis–Tanaka [AFT17] and Lurie [Lur18].
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The left adjoint, which we call the reflector, can be computed levelwise on
objects as
(RX)n := Xn and tRXn := im(tXn → Xn).
In particular, limits and colimits in Set t∆
op
are pointwise, limits in Strat
are computed in Set t∆
op
, and colimits in Strat are obtained by applying the
reflector to the colimits in Set t∆
op
.
Example 1.11. Note that pushouts in Set t∆
op
and in Strat might differ a lot.
Indeed, given a diagram of stratified simplicial sets and monomorphisms,
the pushout in Set t∆
op
might not be a stratified simplicial set, and therefore
cannot be the pushout in Strat . For example, the pushout in Set t∆
op
of the
diagram of entire inclusions
∆[m]t ∆[m] ∆[m]t
is not a stratified simplicial set.
However, as an instance of the following proposition, sometimes the push-
outs in Strat and in Set t∆
op
do coincide.
Proposition 1.12. The pushout in Set t∆
op
of a regular inclusion of stratified
simplicial sets along any map of stratified simplicial sets is a regular inclusion
of stratified simplicial sets.
One can prove this proposition by means of the following lemma.
Lemma 1.13 (Reedy’s Lemma). Consider a diagram of sets as follows.
A B
A′ B′
C D
C ′ D′
f
α
j
β
f ′
γ δ
j′
Suppose that the front and the back spaces are pushouts, the maps α, β, γ, j, j′
are injective, and the left-hand face is a pullback. Then:
(1) the map δ is injective, and
(2) the right-hand face is also a pullback.
Proof of Proposition 1.12. Given a span
Y X Z,
j f
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of stratified simplicial sets such that j is a regular inclusion, we apply
Lemma 1.13 to the following diagram
tXm tZm
Xm Zm
tYm tPm
Ym Pm,
f
ϕ
j
ϕ
f
ϕ ϕ
j
where P denotes the pushout of the span above in Set t∆
op
. We conclude
that the pushout in Set t∆
op
is a stratified simplicial set by Lemma 1.13(1),
and that the pushout of j is again a regular inclusion by Lemma 1.13(2). 
Remark 1.14. We record two closure properties of Strat .
(1) A retract in Set t∆
op
of an object in Strat is again in Strat .
(2) The filtered colimit in Set t∆
op
of objects in Strat is again in Strat . In
particular, filtered colimits in Strat and Set t∆
op
coincide.
Proposition 1.15. The categories Set t∆
op
and Strat are cartesian closed,
with internal homs given by the prestratified simplicial set
(t)(ZY )m := HomSett∆op (∆[m](t) × Y,Z).
The internal hom is easily seen to be in fact a stratified simplicial set
when Y and Z are stratified simplicial sets. When it is useful to emphasize
the ambient category, we write homStrat (Y,Z) or homSett∆op (Y,Z) for the
internal hom ZY .
Proof. For Set t∆
op
this is a special case of Proposition A.1. For Strat , this
is mentioned in [Ver08b, Observation 12 and Definition 59]. 
Remark 1.16. The inclusion is fully faithful as a functor enriched over Set t∆
op
,
i.e., it induces an isomorphism of prestratified simplicial sets
i : homStrat(X,V ) ∼= homSett∆op (X,V ).
Remark 1.17. The reflector is a functor enriched over Set t∆
op
, i.e., it induces
an map of prestratified simplicial sets
R : homSett∆op (Y,Z)→ ihomStrat(RY,RZ).
Moreover, the adjunction is enriched over Set t∆
op
, i.e., there are natural
isomorphisms of prestratified simplicial sets
ihomStrat(RY,X) ∼= homSett∆op (Y,X)
which are an easy consequence of the fact that R commutes with products.
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1.2. Precomplicial and complicial sets. In this subsection, we describe
which (pre)stratified simplicial sets should be thought of as (∞, n)-categories,
which in [RV18] go under the name of “n-(pre)complicial sets”. The condi-
tion that we require is having the right lifting property with respect to four
classes of elementary anodyne maps. For an account on the purpose and the
intuition behind each of them, see the expository note [Rie18].
The elementary anodyne maps involve the join construction for stratified
simplicial sets, ⋆ : Strat × Strat → Strat , which can be found in [Ver08b,
Observation 34] or [Rie18, Definition 3.2.5], and the following stratified sim-
plicial sets, which can also be found in [Rie18], and partially in [Ver08b,
Notation 10]3.
Notation 1.18. We denote by
(1) ∆k[m], for 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the stratified simplicial set whose underlying
simplicial set is ∆[m] and in which a non-degenerate simplex is marked
if and only if it contains the vertices {k − 1, k, k + 1} ∩ [m].
(2) ∆k[m]′, for 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the stratified simplicial set obtained from ∆k[m]
by additionally marking the (k − 1)-st and (k + 1)-st face of ∆[m],
(3) ∆k[m]′′, for 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the stratified simplicial set obtained from∆k[m]′
by additionally marking the k-th face of ∆[m].
(4) Λk[m], for 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the stratified simplicial set whose underlying
simplicial set is the k-horn Λk[m] and whose simplex is marked if and
only if it is marked in ∆k[m].
(5) ∆[3]eq the stratified simplicial set whose underlying simplicial set is
∆[3], and the non-degenerate marked simplices consist of all 2- and 3-
simplices, as well as 1-simplices [02] and [13].
Definition 1.19. An elementary anodyne extension is one of the following.
(1) The complicial horn extension from [Ver08b, Definition 15], i.e., the
regular inclusion
Λk[m]→ ∆k[m] for m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m;
(2) The complicial thinness extension from [Ver08b, Definition 15], i.e., the
entire inclusion
∆k[m]′ → ∆k[m]′′ for m ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m;
(3) The triviality extension map, i.e., the entire inclusion
∆[l]→ ∆[l]t for l > n;
3For historical reasons, Street and Verity first focused on stratified simplicial sets that
had the right lifting properties with respect to the maps of type (1) and (2), and refer
to them as “weak ω-categories” [Str87] and “weak complicial sets” [Ver08b], respectively.
A weak complicial set that also has the right lifting property with respect to the maps
of type (3) is called “n-trivial”. Later on, Riehl introduced in [Rie18] the terminology
“saturated” for n-trivial weak complicial sets that also have the right lifting property with
respect to maps of type (4).
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(4) The saturation extension from [Rie18, Definition 3.2.7], i.e., the entire
inclusion
∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq → ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]
♯ for l ≥ −1.
We denote by Λn the collection of all elementary anodyne extensions.
Remark 1.20. An involved combinatorial argument shows that, in presence
of the maps of type (1),(2) and (4), requiring a right lifting property with
respect to (3) is equivalent to requiring it with respect to the family of maps
∆[m] ⋆∆[3]eq ⋆∆[l]→ ∆[m] ⋆∆[3]
♯ ⋆∆[l] for l,m ≥ −1
instead. We refer the reader to [RV18, Appendix D] for more details.
The following terminology is borrowed from [RV18].
Definition 1.21. An n-complicial set is a stratified simplicial set that has
the right lifting property with respect to the elementary anodyne maps from
Definition 1.19.
Roughly speaking, a stratified simplicial set W consists of a set of objects
W0, and for k > 0 a set of k-morphisms Wk and a set of k-equivalences tWk.
According to this intuition, lifting with respect to
(1) all complicial horn extensions guarantees that cells can be suitably com-
posed;
(2) all complicial thinness extensions guarantees that any composite of equiv-
alences is also one;
(3) all saturation anodyne extensions guarantees that all equivalences are
marked;
(4) n-triviality anodyne extensions guarantees that all cells in degree higher
than n are invertible.
In this sense, it is fair to regard an n-complicial set as an (∞, n)-category.
Remark 1.22. We point out that the parameter n only appears in the trivial-
ity elementary anodyne extension. In particular, if n ≥ n′ then Λn ⊂ Λn′ and
any n′-complicial set (which is an (∞, n′)-category) is also an n-complicial
set (which is an (∞, n)-category). Let us elaborate on what n-complicial
sets recover for low values of n.
(0) A 0-complicial set is precisely a Kan complex endowed with the maximal
stratification.
(1) A 1-complicial set is a quasi-category in which the marked 1-simplices
are precisely the equivalences, and all simplices in degree higher than
1 are marked; so 1-complicial sets are essentially the same objects are
Lurie’s “naturally marked quasi-categories” from [Lur09a].
(2) The underlying scaled simplicial set of a 2-complicial set is likely to
be weak ∞-bicategory in the sense of [Lur09b]. This could be seen by
showing that the three types of scaled anodyne extensions from [Lur09b,
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Definition 3.1.3] are Λ2-anodyne extensions when suitably read as maps
of stratified simplicial sets.
We also instead want to consider prestratified simplicial sets (which are
not necessarily stratified) that satisfy the same lifting properties.
Definition 1.23. An n-precomplicial set4 is a prestratified simplicial set
that has the right lifting property with respect to the elementary anodyne
maps from Definition 1.19.
In the next section we construct model structures for n-complicial and
n-precomplicial sets.
1.3. The model structure for n-complicial sets. The model structure
on Strat for n-complicial sets was first claimed in [Rie18, Example 3.3.6] as
an instance of [Ver08b, Theorem 100]. We provide the technical details of
the proof.
The weak equivalences, which we call Λn-local equivalences, are defined in
terms of the class5 Λn of elementary anodyne maps, ∆[1]t-homotopy equiv-
alences in Strat .
The notion of ∆[1]t-homotopy equivalence in Set
t∆op is given in Defini-
tion A.3, and agrees with the one given in [Ver08b, Section 6.1] for maps
that are in Strat .
Definition 1.24. A map of prestratified simplicial sets f : X → Y is a Λn-
local equivalence if and only if for any n-complicial set Z, the induced map
on internal homs f∗ : ZY → ZX is a ∆[1]t-homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 1.25. The category Strat admits a cartesian, left proper, combi-
natorial model structure where
• the cofibrations are precisely the monomorphisms,
• the fibrant objects are precisely the n-complicial sets, and
• the weak equivalences are precisely the Λn-local weak equivalences.
We call this the Riehl–Verity model structure for n-complicial sets.
The key fact to check is to check the following. We recall that a Λn-
anodyne extension in Strat is a map in Strat that can be written as a retract of
a transfinite composition of pushouts of elementary Λn-elementary anodyne
extensions.
4We warn the reader that Verity [Ver08a] uses the terminology “pre-complicial” to mean
something different.
5We warn the reader that the index n in Λn does not refer to the n-fold iterated
Λ-construction from [Ara14, §2.10].
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Proposition 1.26. The pushout-product of a Λn-anodyne extension I → J
and a monomorphism K →֒ L,
(I × L) ∐
I×K
(J ×K)→ J × L,
is an anodyne extension in Strat .
The proof of the lemma consists the verifications of all possible cases of
a generating monomorphism from Lemma 1.6, with an elementary anodyne
extension from Definition 1.19. Some of these verifications can be found in
[Ver08b], and the others are postponed until Appendix B.1 and appear as
Lemmas B.5 to B.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.25. The existence of the desired cofibrantly generated
model structure is an application of Verity’s theorem [Ver08b, Theorem 100]
for model structures on Strat . In order to use the theorem, we need to check
that the set Λn satisfies Conditions (i)-(ii) of [Ver08b, Definition 91].
(i) First, we observe that the set Λn contains by definition Verity’s elemen-
tary anodyne maps, which are precisely the complicial horn inclusions
and the complicial thinness extensions from Definition 1.19.
(ii) Next, we show that for every map I → J in Λn and for every n-complicial
set X, the induced map on internal homs XJ → XI is a ∆[1]t-homotopy
equivalence. First, we claim that this map is an “acyclic fibration”, i.e.,
it has the right lifting property with respect to all monomorphisms. For
this, we consider a lifting problem for a monomorphism K → L:
K XJ
L XI .
α∗?
By adjointness, the lifting problem is equivalent to the following one
K × J ∐
K×I
L× I X.
L× J
?
Given that the vertical arrow is a Λ-anodyne extension by Proposi-
tion 1.26 and by X is an n-complicial set X, a lift exists. We conclude
knowing that any acyclic fibration between stratified simplicial sets is a
∆[1]t-homotopy equivalence by [Ver08b, Observation 90].
Given that every object is cofibrant, the model structure is left proper, and
the fact that it is cartesian is by [Ver08b, Observation 107]. 
Remark 1.27. (1) The argument employed to show (ii) is standard and holds
more generally in categories of presheaves as treated in Appendix A.1
(cf. Proposition A.8).
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(2) The model structure for n-complicial sets built in Theorem 1.25 coincides
with the Strat -enriched Bousfield localization of the model structure for
n-trivial (weak) complicial sets from [Ver08b, Example 104], with re-
spect to the saturation anodyne extensions. The ingredients needed to
recognize the fibrant objects in such localized model structure as the
n-complicial sets are precisely the techniques from Appendix B.
1.4. The model structure for n-precomplicial sets. We now construct
a Cisinski model structure on Set t∆
op
for n-precomplicial sets.
Theorem 1.28. The category Set t∆
op
supports a model structure where
• the cofibrations are precisely the monomorphisms,
• the fibrant objects are precisely the n-precomplicial sets, and
• the weak equivalences are precisely Λn-local weak equivalences.
The key fact to check is that Λn interacts well with ∆[1]t in the sense of
the following proposition.
We recall that an anodyne extension in Set t∆
op
is a map that can be
expresses as a retract of a transfinite composition of pushouts in Set t∆
op
.
Given that colimits in Set t∆
op
and in Strat differ in general, for a map of
stratified simplicial sets being anodyne in Strat or in Set t∆
op
is not a priori
the same requirement.
Proposition 1.29. The elementary anodyne extensions from Definition 1.19
generate a class of anodyne extensions in Set t∆
op
relatively to ∆[1]t in the
sense of Definition A.6, i.e.,
(1) the pushout-product of either inclusion ∆[0] →֒ ∆[1]t and a monomor-
phism K →֒ L and,
(∆[0]× L) ∐
∆[0]×K
(∆[1]t ×K)→ ∆[1]t × L,
is an anodyne extension, and
(2) the pushout-product of the inclusion ∂∆[1] →֒ ∆[1]t and an elementary
anodyne extension I →֒ J ,
(I ×∆[1]t) ∐
I×∂∆[1]t
(J × ∂∆[1]t)→ J ×∆[1]t,
is an anodyne extension.
Proof of Proposition 1.29. We verify the conditions (1)-(2).
(1) We first observe that the pushout-product of either inclusion ∆[0] →֒
∆[1]t (which is in particular an inner horn inclusion) and any monomor-
phism K →֒ L is an anodyne extension in Strat , as proven in [Ver08b,
Lemma 72 and Observation 74]. By Theorem B.3 we conclude that the
same map is also an anodyne extension in Set t∆
op
.
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(2) We first observe that the pushout-product of the inclusion ∂∆[1] →֒
∆[1]t and a generating anodyne map is an anodyne extension in Strat .
This is proven in [Ver08b, Lemma 72 and Observation 74] when the con-
sidered elementary anodyne extension is the complicial horn extension
or the thinness extension, and it will be proven in Lemmas B.7 and B.8
for the case of the triviality elementary anodyne map and in Lemmas B.5
and B.6 for the case of the saturation elementary anodyne map. By The-
orem B.3 we conclude that the same map is also an anodyne extension
in Set t∆
op
. 
We can now prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.28. The existence of the desired model structure is an
application of Theorem A.7 for model structures on Set t∆
op
. In order to use
the theorem, we only need to know that the class Λn generates a class of
anodyne extensions relatively to ∆[1]t, which was proven in Proposition 1.29.

Remark 1.30. There are strictly more n-precomplicial sets than n-complicial
sets. However, a stratified simplicial set is fibrant if and only if it is an
n-complicial set.
1.5. The Quillen equivalence. We can now show that the model structure
for n-complicial sets and that for n-precomplicial sets are Quillen equivalent.
Proposition 1.31. The reflector R preserves cofibrations and weak equiva-
lences. In particular, the adjunction
R : Set t∆
op
⇄ Strat : i
is a Quillen pair between the model structures for n-precomplicial spaces and
n-complicial sets.
Proof. The fact that the reflector R preserves cofibrations is straightforward
from the explicit description of R. We now prove that the reflector R respects
weak equivalences, too.
If X → Y is a weak equivalence in Set t∆
op
, then W Y → WX is a ∆[1]t-
homotopy equivalence in Set t∆
op
for any n-precomplicial set W , and in par-
ticular for any n-complicial set W . Using the fact that the adjunction is
enriched from Remark 1.17, we obtain that WRY → WRX is a homotopy
equivalence in Set t∆
op
for any n-complicial set W , and therefore RX → RY
is a weak equivalence in Strat . 
Proposition 1.32. The reflector respects fibrant objects.
The proof makes use of the following preliminary lemma.
Lemma 1.33. For any prestratified simplicial set X the unit X → iRX is
an acyclic fibration.
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Proof of Lemma 1.33. We prove that for any presheaf X the unit X → iRX
lifts against all cofibrations, which are precisely the monomorphisms. By
Lemma 1.6, it suffices to show that the unit lifts against each of the gener-
ating monomorphisms
∂∆[m]♭ →֒ ∆[m]♭ and ∆[m] →֒ ∆[m]t.
First, consider a lifting problem in Set t∆
op
of the form
∂∆[m]♭ X
∆[m]♭ iRX
?
for m ≥ 0. Since (−)♭ is left adjoint to the forgetful functor U , this lifting
problem is equivalent to the following one in sSet
∂∆[m] UX
∆[m] UiRX,
∼=
?
which admits a solution.
Next, consider a lifting problem in Set t∆
op
of the form
∆[m] X
∆[m]t iRX,
g
?
for m ≥ 1. The data of this commutative square is precisely an m-simplex
σ ∈ Xm in the underlying simplicial set of X that is marked as an m-
simplex of RX, namely σ ∈ t(RX)m, and the lift exists if and only if there
exists a marked simplex σ˜ ∈ tXm that is mapped to σ by the structure map
tXm → Xm. By definition of R, the map
tXm ։ im(ϕ : tXm → Xm) = t(iRX)m
is surjective, and an elementary diagram chase shows that any preimage
σ˜ ∈ tXm of σ gives the desired solution. 
We can now prove the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 1.31. Let A be a fibrant object in Set t∆
op
. In order to
show the fibrancy of RA in Strat , we need to solve a lifting problem of the
following form
J RA
J ′
?
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for J →֒ J ′ any elementary anodyne extension in Strat (and thus in Set t∆
op
).
By reading the diagram in Set t∆
op
instead, we look at a lifting problem as
follows
iJ iRA.
iJ ′
?
We add to the diagram the unit of A, which is an acyclic fibration by
Lemma 1.33, obtaining
A
iJ iRA.
iJ ′
η
?
Since iJ is cofibrant, we find a lift iJ ′ → iRa as follows
A
iJ iRA.
iJ ′
η
?
Since the inclusion iJ → iJ ′ is an aciclic cofibration, we find a further lift
iJ ′ → A in Set t∆
op
A
iJ iRA.
iJ ′
η
?
By composing with the unit, we obtain the desired lift. 
Proposition 1.34. The inclusion creates, namely reflects and preserves,
weak equivalences.
Proof. Let X → Y be a map in Strat . The map iX → iY is a weak equiva-
lence in Set t∆
op
if and only if the map
homSett∆op (iY,A)→ homSett∆op (iX,A)
is a ∆[1]t-homotopy equivalence for any A fibrant in Set
t∆op . Since the unit
is an acyclic fibration by Lemma 1.33, this is equivalent to ask for the map
homSett∆op (iY, iRA)→ homSett∆op (iX, iRA)
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to be a ∆[1]t-homotopy equivalence. By Remark 1.16, this is equivalent to
ask for the map
homStrat (Y,RA)→ homStrat(X,RA)
to be a ∆[1]t-homotopy equivalence. By Proposition 1.32 and since the
reflector is essentially surjective, this is equivalent to saying that X → Y is
a weak equivalence in Strat . 
Proof. Let X → Y be a map in Set t∆
op
. By Proposition 1.34, the map
RX → RY is a weak equivalence in Strat if and only if the map iRX → iRY
is a weak equivalence in Set t∆
op
. By Lemma 1.33, iRX → iRY is a weak
equivalence in Set t∆
op
if and only if the map X → Y is a weak equivalence
in Set t∆
op
. 
Proposition 1.35. The adjunction
R : Set t∆
op
⇄ Strat : i
is a Quillen equivalence between the model structure for n-precomplicial spa-
ces and n-complicial sets.
The proof makes use of the following characterization of Quillen equiva-
lence that applies to our situation.
Proposition 1.36. If in a Quillen pair the right adjoint creates weak equiv-
alences and the unit of any cofibrant object is a weak equivalence, the Quillen
pair is a Quillen equivalence. 
Proof of Proposition 1.35. The inclusion creates weak equivalences by Propo-
sition 1.34 and the unit is a weak equivalence by Lemma 1.33. We conclude
by Proposition 1.36. 
2. The model structure for n-precomplicial spaces
In this section, we define the category sSet t∆
op
of prestratified simplicial
spaces, we construct a model structure by taking the left Bousfield localiza-
tion of the injective model structure with respect to the elementary anodyne
maps from Definition 1.19, and show that this model category is Quillen
equivalent to that on Set t∆
op
. In particular, the fibrant objects in sSet t∆
op
,
which we call “n-precomplicial spaces”, can be thought of as a model of
(∞, n)-categories.
2.1. Prestratified simplicial spaces. We now consider presheaves over
t∆ valued in sSet .
Definition 2.1. A prestratified simplicial space is a presheaf X : t∆op →
sSet . We denote by sSet t∆
op
the category of prestratified simplicial spaces.
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The following is formal and generalize the adjunction from [JT07, Propo-
sition 4.7].
Going from the category Set t∆
op
of discrete presheaves over t∆ to the cat-
egory sSet t∆
op
of simplicial presheaves over t∆ means that now a presheaves
W : t∆op → sSet encodes spaces (as opposed to spaces)W0 of objects, Wk of
k-morphisms and tWk of k-equivalences. In the next section we will impose
conditions in order for W to model an (∞, n)-category. We first investigate
the categorical structure of sSet t∆
op
.
Remark 2.2. The maps i0 : t∆→ t∆×∆, given by i0([m](t)) = ([m](t), [0]),
and the projection p : t∆ × ∆ → t∆ onto the first component induce two
functors that form an adjoint pair
p∗ : Set t∆
op
⇄ sSet t∆
op
: i∗0.
The functor p∗ takes a prestratified simplicial set to a constant prestratified
simplicial space. The functor i∗0 remembers only the 0-simplices of every
simplicial set, constituting a prestratified simplicial space.
Similarly, the projection q : t∆ × ∆ → ∆ onto the second component
induces a functor
q∗ : sSet → sSet t∆
op
,
which takes a simplicial set to a constant prestratified simplicial space.
We refer the reader to [Ara14, §2.15] for more details.
Lemma 2.3 ([Hir03, Definition 11.7.2]). The category of functors sSet t∆
op
is enriched over sSet . Given objects X and Z of sSet t∆
op
, the mapping object
in sSet is given componentwise by
Map
sSett∆
op (X,Z)m := HomsSett∆op (X × q
∗∆[m], Y )
for anym ≥ 0. The simplicial structure comes from the cosimplicial structure
of the object ∆[•].
2.2. Precomplicial spaces. The notion of an n-precomplicial space is de-
fined in terms of the class p∗(Λn) of elementary anodyne maps and of map-
ping spaces.
Remark 2.4. By Proposition C.3, the category t∆ is a regular skeletal Reedy
category, and it is in particular elegant Reedy by Remark A.12. Thus, by
[BR13b, Proposition 3.15], the Reedy cofibrations in sSet t∆
op
turn out to
be precisely the cofibrations, so that Reedy model structure turns out to be
the injective model structure. Here, the category sSet is endowed with the
Kan-Quillen model structure.
Recall the set Λn of elementary anodyne extensions from Definition 1.19.
Definition 2.5. An n-precomplicial space is a prestratified space that is
injectively fibrant and local with respect to all maps in p∗Λn, i.e., for any
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elementary anodyne extension I → J in Λn the induced map
Map
sSett∆
op (p∗J,W )→ Map
sSett∆
op (p∗I,W )
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets.
According to the intuition above, the fact that a prestratified simplicial
space is local with respect to
(1) the horn inclusion Λ1[2] → ∆[2]t is a reminiscence of the Segality con-
dition, which encodes the fact that 1-simplices can be composed, and
a witness for the composite is obtained by filling the horn to a marked
2-simplex.
(2) the horn inclusion ∆[0] → ∆[1]t and the saturation anodyne extension
∆[3]eq → ∆[3]
♯ is equivalent when n = 1 to being local with respect to
the inclusion ∆[0]→ NJ of a point into the nerve of the walking isomor-
phism, and is therefore a reminiscence of the completeness condition.
(3) the n-triviality anodyne extension ∆[l] → ∆[l]t for l > n says that in
dimensions l > n the space of l-equivalences is equivalent to the space
of all l-simplices, namely all l-simplices are equivalences.
It is interesting how Segality and completeness are essentially both recorded
by a complicial horn anodyne extension.
2.3. The model structure on sSet t∆
op
. We now construct a model struc-
ture on sSet t∆
op
for n-precomplicial spaces as a left Bousfield localization of
the vertical injective model structure.
The weak equivalences, which we call Λn-local equivalences, are defined in
terms of the class of n-precomplicial sets and mapping spaces.
Definition 2.6. Let Λ be a set of maps of sSet t∆
op
. A map g : C → D in
sSet t∆
op
is a Λ-local weak equivalence if for every n-precomplicial set X the
induced map
g∗ : Map
sSett∆
op (D,X)→ Map
sSett∆
op (C,X)
is a weak equivalence in sSet .
Theorem 2.7. The category sSet t∆
op
supports a model structure where
• the cofibrations are precisely the monomorphisms;
• the fibrant objects are precisely the n-precomplicial spaces;
• the weak equivalences are the vertical Λn-local weak equivalences;
• the weak equivalences between fibrant objects are the levelwise weak
equivalences.
The proof makes use of the language of “localizers”, and we refer the
reader to Appendix A.2 for more details. The key fact is that localizers in
a presheaf category that are “accessible” define precisely the class of weak
equivalences for a cofibrantly generated model structure whose cofibrations
are the monomorphisms.
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Proof of Theorem 2.7. As in [Ara14, §4.1], let us consider the localizer
WfRezk generated by
Winj ∪ p
∗(Λn) ∪ p
∗{∂εX : X → X ×∆[1]t | X ∈ Set
t∆op , ε = 0, 1}.
Since t∆ is a skeletal Reedy category by Proposition C.3, we will see from
Lemma 2.8 and Remark A.17 that the localizer WfRezk is an accessible lo-
calizer. The localizer WfRezk is the class of weak equivalences for a model
structure on sSet t∆
op
, referred to as themodel structure of formal Rezk spaces
in [Ara14, §4.3], whose cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
We claim that the localizer WfRezk is in fact generated by the smaller
class Winj ∪ p
∗(Λn), and prove this separately as Lemma 2.8. Then, by
Remark A.17, the model structure of formal Rezk spaces is the Bousfield
localization of the vertical injective model structure with respect to Λn. In
particular, the weak equivalences are precisely the p∗(Λn)-local weak equiv-
alences, and the fibrant objects are precisely the n-precomplicial sets, as
desired. 
We complete the proof of the theorem by proving the claim.
Lemma 2.8. The localizer WfRezk is generated by the class Winj ∪ p
∗(Λn).
Proof. By definition, WfRezk is generated by
Winj ∪ p
∗(Λn) ∪ p
∗{X → X ×∆[1]t | X ∈ Set
t∆op}.
As explained in the proof of [Ara14, Proposition 4.2] thatWfRezk is generated
by
Winj ∪ p
∗(Λn)∪
∪ p∗{∂∆[m]×∆[1]t ∐
∂∆[m]×∆[0]
∆[m]×∆[0]→ ∆[m]×∆[1]t |m ≥ 0}
∪ p∗{∆[m]×∆[1]t ∐
∆[m]×∆[0]
∆[m]t ×∆[0]→ ∆[m]t ×∆[1]t |m ≥ 1}.
In Proposition 1.29, the pushout-product of a generating monomorphism
K → L and either inclusion ∆[0]→ ∆[1]t,
K ×∆[1]t ∐
K×∆[0]
L×∆[0]→ L×∆[1]t,
lies in the saturation of Λn, in the sense of Definition A.5. Given that p
∗
preserves all colimits as a left adjoint, the pushout product
p∗(K ×∆[1]t ∐
K×∆[0]
L×∆[0])→ p∗(L×∆[1]t)
lies in the saturation of p∗(Λn). Thus, this class generates the same localizer
as Winj ∪ p
∗(Λn). 
Digression 2.9. The model structure on sSet t∆
op
for n-precomplicial spaces
can also be realized as a localization of the injective model structure on
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Fun(∆op,Set t∆
op
) ∼= sSet t∆
op
(sometimes referred to as the “horizontal (in-
jective) model structure”). More details on this description can be found in
[Ara14].
Remark 2.10. The adjunction
(−)♭ : sSet∆
op
⇄ sSet t∆
op
: U
is a Quillen equivalence
(0) between the model structure for 0-complicial spaces and the model struc-
ture for ∞-groupoids.
(1) between the model structure for 1-complicial spaces and the Rezk model
structure for complete Segal spaces.
This pattern cannot be extended to n > 1 because, unlike 1-equivalences,
2-equivalences cannot be detected just by means of the simplicial structure.
Remark 2.11. An prestratified simplicial spaceW which is an n-precomplicial
space is morally “stratified”, in the sense that the structure maps
tWm →Wm
are injective in a homotopical sense. Let us illustrate this for the case m = 2.
We observe that there is a commutative diagram in Set t∆
op
∆[1] ∐
∆[0]
∆[1] ∆[2]t
Λ1[2] ∆1[2]
∆[2] ,
∼=
≃
≃
where the horizontal maps are acyclic cofibrations. When applying p∗ and
taking mapping spaces into W , we obtain a commutative diagram in sSet
Map(p∗∆[1],W ) ×
Map(p∗∆[0],W )
Map(p∗∆[1],W ) Map(p∗∆[2]t,W )
Map(p∗Λ1[2],W ) Map(p∗∆1[2],W )
Map(p∗∆[2],W ) ,
≃
∼=
≃
where the horizontal maps are now acyclic fibrations, and in particular weak
equivalences. This can be read as saying that the structure map
tW2 = W
p∗∆[2]t →W p
∗∆[2] = W2
has a left inverse up to homotopy, as desired.
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2.4. Two Quillen equivalences with Set t∆
op
. We now show that the
model structures for n-precomplicial sets and n-precomplicial spaces are
Quillen equivalent in two different ways. This analog to the more familiar pic-
ture from [JT07, §4], where Joyal–Tierney exhibit two Quillen equivalences
between the model structure for quasi-categories and the model structure for
complete Segal spaces.
Theorem 2.12. The adjunction
p∗ : Set t∆
op
⇄ sSet t∆
op
: i∗0
is a Quillen equivalence between the model structures for n-precomplicial sets
and n-precomplicial spaces.
Proof. The proof is an application of a variant of [Ara14, Theorem 4.11(1)],
which states the desired Quillen equivalence, given that t∆ was shown to be
a regular skeletal Reedy category in Proposition C.3.
In order to evoke the original formulation of [Ara14, Theorem 4.11] we
would need to have that the cylinder object ∆[1]t is fibrant, which is not
the case. However, a careful analysis of the argument shows that, in order
to prove [Ara14, Theorem 4.11], this assumption is only used to show the
preliminary result [Ara14, Theorem 2.14] and to prove [Ara14, Theorem
4.10]. For these to hold in our situation, it suffices to know that the projection
X × ∆[1]t → X is a weak equivalence for every prestratified simplicial set
X. 
Remark 2.13. As a special case of [Ara14, §2.22], the cosimplicial object
∆[•]♯ in Set t∆
op
induces an adjunction
Real : sSet t∆
op
⇄ Set t∆
op
: Sing.
Theorem 2.14. The adjunction
Real : sSet t∆
op
⇄ Set t∆
op
: Sing
is a Quillen equivalence between the model structures for n-precomplicial
spaces and n-precomplicial sets.
In order to apply Ara’s machinery, we need some preliminary work. Recall
from Remark 1.4 that X♯ denote the maximal stratification of a simplicial
set X.
Proposition 2.15. The cosimplicial object ∆[•]♯ in Set t∆
op
is a cosimplicial
W (Λn)-resolution in the sense of [Ara14, §2.22], i.e.,
(1) the canonical morphism ∆[0]♯ ∐∆[0]♯ → ∆[1]♯ is a monomorphism;
(2) for every k ≥ 0 and every X ∈ Set t∆
op
, the canonical projection X ×
∆[k]♯ → X is aW (Λn)-equivalence, namely a weak equivalence in Set
t∆op .
The proof of the proposition makes use of the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.16. If a map of simplicial sets X → Y is an acyclic Kan cofibra-
tion, then X♯ → Y ♯ is a Λn-anodyne extension in Set
t∆op .
Proof. We first recall that any acyclic Kan cofibration is a retract of a trans-
finite composition of pushouts of horns inclusions, and that the maximal
stratification (−)♯ commutes with colimits. Thus, if X → Y is a retract of
some X0 → colimXi with Xi → Xi+1 being pushout of a horn inclusion,
then X♯ → Y ♯ is a retract of X♯0 → colim(X
♯
i ). Without loss of generality,
we can therefore assume that X → Y is a pushout of a horn inclusion of the
form
Λj [m] X
∆[m] Y,
f
and show that X♯ → Y ♯ is a Λn-anodyne extension in Set
t∆op .
If P denotes the pushout in Set t∆
op
of f along a horn anodyne extension
as displayed
Λj [m] X♯
∆j [m] P,
f
f ′
then X♯ → Y ♯ factors as
X♯ → P → Y ♯.
While the first map is a Λn-anodyne extension in Set
t∆op by definition, we
now argue that also the second map is one.
A direct verification shows that the map P → Y ♯ is an entire inclusion,
and that there is exactly one simplex in P that is marked in Y and not in
P , namely the j-th face of the m-simplex f ′ : ∆j[m]→ P . In particular, the
inclusion P → Y fits into a pushout square
∆j[m]′ P
∆j[m]′′ Y ♯,
f ′
f ′
and is in particular a Λn-anodyne extension in Set
t∆op . 
Proof of Proposition 2.15. We check Conditions (1)-(2) of being a W (Λn)-
resolution.
(1) The fact that Condition (1) holds is clear.
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(2) The projection
X ×∆[k]♯ → X ∼= X ×∆[0]♯,
is a weak equivalence if and only if the cofibration
X ∼= X ×∆[0]♯
idX ×[0]
−−−−−→ X ×∆[k]♯
which is a right inverse, is one. Given that the model category Set t∆
op
is
cartesian from Theorem 1.25, it is enough to know that the cofibration
∆[0]♯ → ∆[k]♯ is a weak equivalence, and this follows from Lemma 2.16.
This concludes the proof of Condition (2). 
We can now prove the second Quillen equivalence.
Proof of Theorem 2.14. This is an application of the same variant of [Ara14,
Theorem 4.11](2) that was discussed in the proof of Theorem 2.12. For this,
we only need to know that t∆ is a regular skeletal Reedy category, which
was proven in Proposition C.3, and that ∆[•]♯ is a W (Λn)-resolution, which
was proven in Proposition 2.15. 
Appendix A. Technical tools on model structures
Let A be a small category, with t∆ as a motivating example. We recall
the Cisinski model structure from [Cis06, §1.3] on SetA
op
, and the Bousfield
localization of the injective model structure on sSetA
op
in terms of localizers,
as in [Ara14].
We denote by A[a] the presheaf represented by an object a, and by ∗ the
presheaf constant at a singleton, which is terminal in SetA
op
.
A.1. The Cisinski model structure on discrete presheaves. Consider
the category SetA
op
of discrete presheaves over A.
The following is a special case of [MM96, Proposition I.6.1] (and its proof).
Proposition A.1. The category SetA
op
is cartesian closed, with internal
hom between a presheaf Y and a presheaf Z given componentwise by
(ZY )a := HomSetAop (A[a]× Y,Z).
Let I be an object of SetA
op
endowed with two distinguished inclusions
∂ε : ∗ → I for ε = 0, 1 so that the induced map ∂0 ⊔ ∂1 : ∗ ⊔∗ → I is
a monomorphism. The motivating example is the object ∆[1]t of Set
t∆op ,
endowed with the two canonical inclusions∆[0]→ ∆[1]t. Then, as mentioned
in [Cis06, Exemple 1.3.8], the functor I×− is a cylinder in the sense of [Cis06,
Définition 1.3.1].
This guarantees that one can define the usual notion of homotopy and
homotopy equivalence.
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Definition A.2 ([Cis06, Définition 1.3.3]). Two morphisms u, u′ : X → Y
in SetA
op
are called
(1) elementarily I-homotopic if there exists a I-homotopy between them, i.e.,
a morphism H : X × I→ Y so that H ◦ ∂ε = uε for ε = 0, 1.
(2) I-homotopic if there exists a zig-zag of I-homotopies between them.
The I-homotopy relation is the equivalence relation generated by the ele-
mentary I-homotopy relation. Given that the I-homotopy relation is suitably
compatible with composition, it makes sense to define the I-homotopy cat-
egory HoI(Set
Aop) of SetA
op
, as the quotient of SetA
op
by the I-equivalence
relation.
Definition A.3 ([Cis06, §1.3.4]). A morphism u : X → Y in SetA
op
is a
I-homotopy equivalence if it becomes an isomorphism in the I-homotopy
category.
The following terminology is equivalent to that from [Cis06, Définition
1.3.21]. The willing reader can see the proof of the equivalences of our
terminology with Cisinski’s in Proposition A.8 and Proposition A.9.
Definition A.4. Let Λ be a set of morphisms of SetA
op
.
• An object X of SetA
op
is Λ-local if for any α : J → J ′ in Λ, the
induced map on internal homs
α∗ : XJ
′
→ XJ
is an acyclic fibration, i.e., it has the right lifting property with re-
spect to all monomorphisms.
• A map f : Y → Y ′ in SetA
op
is a Λ-local weak equivalence if for every
Λ-local object X the map
f∗ : XY
′
→ XY
is an I-homotopy equivalence.
Cisinski gives conditions on the cylinder object I and on the set Λ for
SetA
op
to support a model structure. These conditions are given in terms of
“anodyne extensions”.
Definition A.5. Let Λ be a set of morphisms in SetA
op
. The saturation of
Λ, or the class of Λ-anodyne extensions, is the class of morphisms that have
the left lifting property with respect to all morphisms having right lifting
property with respect to Λ.
The small object argument shows that a morphism is a Λ-anodyne exten-
sion if and only if it can be written as a retract of transfinite compositions
of pushouts of morphisms of Λ.
Definition A.6. Let Λ be a set of morphisms in SetA
op
. The set Λ is a
set of elementary anodyne extensions, or that it generates a class of anodyne
extensions, relatively to I, if the following conditions are met.
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(1) The pushout-product of a monomorphism K → L and either inclusion
∂ε : ∗ → I,
(K × I) ∐
K×∗
(L× ∗)→ L× I,
is a Λ-anodyne extension.
(2) The pushout-product of the inclusion ∂0⊔∂1 : ∗⊔∗ → I and an elementary
Λ-anodyne extension I → J ,
(I × I) ∐
I×(∗∐∗)
(J × (∗ ∐ ∗))→ J × I,
is a Λ-anodyne extension.
The following theorem is a special case of [Cis06, Théorème 1.3.22].
Theorem A.7. If the set Λ is a set of elementary anodyne extensions rel-
atively to I, then the category SetA
op
supports a cofibrantly generated model
structure where
• the cofibrations are the precisely monomorphisms.
• the fibrant objects are the precisely Λ-local objects.
• the weak equivalences are precisely the Λ-local maps.
We call this a Cisinski model structure on SetA
op
.
We prove the following characterization of local objects.
Proposition A.8. Let Λ be a class of elementary anodyne extensions rela-
tively to I. For a presheaf X on A, the following are equivalent.
(1) The object X has the right lifting property with respect to Λ.
(2) The object X has the right lifting property with respect to all Λ-anodyne
extensions.
(3) The object X is Λ-local, i.e. for any α : J → J ′ in Λ, the induced map
on internal homs
α∗ : XJ
′
→ XJ
is an acyclic fibration.
(4) The object XY is Λ-local for any Y ∈ SetA
op
.
Proof. The equivalence (1) and (2) is a standard consequence of Quillen’s
small object argument. We now show that (2) is equivalent to (3), and that
(3) is equivalent to (4).
In order to show that (2) implies (3), let K →֒ L be a monomorphism in
SetA
op
, and consider the lifting problem
K XJ
′
L XJ
α∗?
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By adjointness, the lifting problem is equivalent to the following one
K × J ′ ∐
K×J
L× J X.
L× J ′
?
Given that the vertical arrow is a Λ-anodyne extension by assumption, a lift
exists.
In order to show that (3) implies (2), let J → J ′ be a Λ-anodyne extension,
and consider the lifting problem
J X.
J ′
?
By adjointness, the lifting problem is equivalent to the following one
XJ
′
∗ XJ .
?
Given that ∗ is cofibrant and the vertical arrow is an acyclic fibration by
assumption, a lift exists.
In order to show that (3) implies (4), and therefore (3) is equivalent to
(4), let J → J ′ be a Λ-anodyne extension, and consider the lifting problem
J XY .
J ′
?
By adjointness, the lifting problem is equivalent to the following one
XJ
′
Y XJ .
?
Given that Y (as well as any other object) is cofibrant and the vertical arrow
is an acyclic fibration by assumption, a lift exists. 
We prove the following characterization of local objects.
Proposition A.9. Let f : Y → Y ′ be a map in SetA
op
. The following are
equivalent:
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(1) the map f is a Λ-local weak equivalence, i.e., for every Λ-local object X
the map
f∗ : XY
′
→ XY
is an I-homotopy equivalence.
(2) for every Λ-local object X the map
f∗ : XY
′
→ XY
induces an isomorphism on I-homotopy classes.
Remark A.10. We observe that the natural isomorphism
HomSetAop (X × Y,Z)
∼= HomSetAop (X,Z
Y ),
that witnesses the adjunction between the cartesian product and the internal
hom on SetA
op
, induces a natural bijection
HomHoI(SetA
op
)(X × Y,Z)
∼= HomHoI(SetA
op
)(X,Z
Y ),
at the level of homsets of the I-homotopy category HoI(Set
Aop) of SetA
op
.
Proof of Proposition A.9. We show that (2) implies (1). By the Yoneda
Lemma, f∗ : XY
′
→ XY is an I-homotopy equivalence if and only if for
any Z ∈ SetA
op
it induces a natural bijection
HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Z,X
Y ) ∼= HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Z,X
Y ′).
Using Remark A.10 once the bijection becomes
HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Z × Y,X)
∼= HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Z × Y
′,X),
and using it again yields
HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Y,X
Z) ∼= HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Y
′,XZ).
By Proposition A.8, any XZ is a Λ-local object, so it is enough to require
the bijection
HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Y,X)
∼= HomHoI(SetA
op
)(Y
′,X),
which says precisely that f induces an isomorphism when passing to I-
homotopy equivalence classes. 
A.2. Model structure on simplicial presheaves and localizers. Let
A′ be a “regular skeletal Reedy category” in the sense of [Ara14, §1.4] or,
equivalently, a “catégorie squelettique régulière” in the sense of [Cis06, Défi-
nitions 8.1.1, 8.1.36, 8.2.2]. Examples are the usual simplex category ∆, and
the category t∆, as will be proven in Appendix C.
Definition A.11 ([Ara14, §1.4]). A Reedy category A′ is regular skeletal if
the following conditions hold.
(1) Every morphism of A′− admits a section.
(2) Two parallel morphisms of A′− are equal if and only if they admit the
same set of sections.
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(3) Every morphism of A′+ is a monomorphism.
Remark A.12. A Reedy category that meets Conditions (1) and (2) is said to
be “skeletal”, also known as “EZ-Reedy category” in [BR13b, Definition 4.1].
In particular, any regular skeletal Reedy category is an EZ-Reedy category,
and by [BR13b, Proposition 4.2] any EZ-Reedy category is an elegant Reedy
category (in the sense of [BR13b, Definition 3.5]).
Cofibrantly generated model structures on SetA
′ op
with cofibrations given
by the class of monomorphisms can be described in terms of their class of
weak equivalences.
Definition A.13 ([Ara14, §2.1]). An A′-localizer W is a class of morphisms
in SetA
′ op
such that:
(1) the class W satisfies the 2-out-of-3 property;
(2) the class W contains all acyclic fibrations, i.e., all maps that have the
right lifting properties with respect to monomorphisms;
(3) the class of acyclic cofibrations is stable under pushouts and transfinite
composition.
For a class C of maps in SetA
′ op
, there exists a smallest A′-localizer W (C)
containing C, which we call generated by C. An A′-localizer is called acces-
sible if it is generated by a set.
It is proven in [Cis06, Théorème 1.4.3], and recalled in [Ara14, Theorem
2.2], that accessible localizers characterize the classes of weak equivalences
for certain model structures on SetA
′ op
.
Theorem A.14. Let W be a class of morphisms in SetA
′ op
. Then W is an
accessible A′-localizer if and only if it is the class of weak equivalences of a
cofibrantly generated model structure on SetA
′ op
in which the cofibrations are
precisely the monomorphisms.
The following remark describes the injective model structure in terms of
localizers.
Remark A.15. When A is a regular skeletal Reedy category (e.g. A = t∆),
by [Ara14, Theorem 3.7] the class
Winj := {f : X → Y | (t)fm : (t)Xm
≃
−→ (t)Ym for all [m](t) ∈ t∆}
of vertical levelwise weak equivalences (also considered in [Ara14, §2.16,§3.6])
is an accessible (A × ∆)-localizer. The corresponding model structure is
the injective model structure on sSetA
op
where sSet is endowed with the
Kan-Quillen model structure, given that the cofibrations are precisely the
monomorphisms.
We recall the terminology and the construction of localizations of the
injective model structure.
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Definition A.16. Let Λ be a set of maps of sSetA
op
.
• An object X is Λ-local if it is injectively fibrant in sSet t∆
op
and for
every map f : A→ B in S, the induced map
f∗ : Map(B,X)→ Map(A,X)
is a weak equivalence in sSet .
• A map g : C → D in sSet t∆
op
is a Λ-local weak equivalence if for
every Λ-local object X, the induced map
g∗ : Map(D,X)→ Map(C,X)
is a weak equivalence in sSet .
We can also describe Bousfield localizations in terms of localizers.
Remark A.17. Let A be a regular skeletal Reedy category (e.g. A = t∆),
W an accessible A × ∆-localizer and Λ is a set of maps of sSet t∆
op
. Since
the localizer generated by W and Λ is accessible, by [Ara14, Proposition
A.11], the corresponding model structure is the Bousfield localization [Bar10,
Theorem 4.46] of the model structure corresponding to W with respect to
the set Λ. In particular,
• the cofibrations are precisely the monomorphisms, and in particular
all objects are cofibrant;
• the fibrant objects are precisely the Λ-local objects;
• the weak equivalences are precisely the Λ-local weak equivalences;
• the weak equivalences between fibrant objects are precisely the lev-
elwise weak equivalences.
Appendix B. Technical results on anodyne extensions
The aim of this section is to show that the pushout-product of an elemen-
tary anodyne extension I → J and a generating monomorphism K → L,
p : (I × L) ∐
I×K
(J ×K)→ J × L,
is an anodyne extension, in both Strat and Set t∆
op
.
Definition B.1. A Λn-anodyne extension in Strat , respectively Set
t∆op , is
a map in Strat , respectively Set t∆
op
, that can be written as a retract of
a transfinite composition of pushouts in Strat , respectively Set t∆
op
, of the
elementary Λn-elementary anodyne extensions from Definition 1.19.
Given that pushouts in Strat and Set t∆
op
are in general different (cf. Ex-
ample 1.11), the meaning of the source of p and the question of whether p is
a Λn-anodyne extension a priori depend on the ambient category. We show
that, in fact, they do not.
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Proposition B.2. If I → J and K → L are two monomorphisms in Strat ,
The pushout in Set t∆
op
of
I × L I ×K J ×K,
is a stratified simplicial set. In particular, it is also a pushout in Strat .
Proof. The pushout-product of the two monomorphisms I → J and K → L,
p : (I × L) ∐
I×K
(J ×K)→ J × L,
is always a monomorphism in SetA
op
. Indeed, this is true in Set , and product
constructions, pushout constructions, and the property of being a monomor-
phism are all checked levelwise. This means that prestratified simplicial set
in the left-hand side is included in the stratified simplicial set J × L, and it
is therefore one, too. 
Theorem B.3. Any Λn-anodyne extension in Strat is also a Λn-anodyne
extension in Set t∆
op
.
We can easily prove the theorem by means of the following lemma, which
will be proven afterwards.
Lemma B.4. Let A be a stratified simplicial set and f : A→ B a monomor-
phism in Set t∆
op
. Then Rf : A ∼= RA→ RB is a retract of f .
Proof of Theorem B.3. Any anodyne extension A→ B in Strat is a retract of
a transfinite composition of pushouts of elementary anodyne maps in Strat .
Given that filtered colimits and retracts in Strat and Set t∆
op
coincide, as
mentioned in Remark 1.14, it suffices to show that the pushout in Strat of
an elementary Λn-anodyne extension is an anodyne extension in Set
t∆op .
Given any elementary Λn-anodyne extension I → J , and any morphism
I → X in Strat , the pushout X → P in Set t∆
op
of I → J along I → X
is a Λn-anodyne extension (and in particular a monomorphism) in Set
t∆op .
By Lemma B.4, the map X ∼= RX → RP is a retract of X → P , so in
particular it is a Λn-anodyne extension in Set
t∆op . We conclude observing
that this map is precisely the pushout of I → J along I → X in Strat . 
We now prove the lemma.
Proof of Lemma B.4. We construct a map j : RB → B in Set t∆
op
as follows.
• For any m ≥ 0, the component
jm : (RB)m ∼= Bm → Bm
is the identity.
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• For any m ≥ 1, the restriction of the [m]t-component to the image
of Rf ,
jm : (t(RB)m ∩ im(Rf))→ tBm
is given by j(Rf(a)) := f(a) for any a ∈ tAm. A straightforward
verification, that involves the injectivity of f , shows that this assign-
ment is well-defined, in that if Rf(a) = Rf(a′), then a = a′.
• For any m ≥ 1, the restriction of the [m]t-component to the image
of ζk for 0 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,
jm : (t(RB)m ∩ im(ζk))→ tBm
is given by j(ζk(b)) := ζk(b) ∈ t(RB)m for any b ∈ Bm−1 = (RB)m−1
and some 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1. A combinatorial argument, that involves
the relation siζ l+1 = slζ i from Notation 1.1, shows that this assign-
ment is well-defined, in that for any element of t(RB)m which can
be written in the form ζk(b), different representatives give the same
element in t(RB)m.
• For any m ≥ 1, the restriction of the [m]t-component to the comple-
ment of the image of Rf and ζk’s,
jm : t(RB)m \
(
im(Rf) ∪
⋃
k
im(ζk)
)
→ tBm
is given by j(b˜) := b ∈ tBm for any b ∈ tBm such that ϕ(b) = b˜ in
tRBm = im(tBm
ϕ
−→ Bm).
The components of j can be checked to assemble to a well-defined map of
prestratified simplicial sets, and moreover the diagram
A A
RB B.
Rf f
j
commutes, as desired. 
Thanks to Proposition B.2 and Theorem B.3, showing that the pushout-
product of a generating monomorphism and an elementary anodyne exten-
sion is anodyne in Set t∆
op
boils down to showing that the same map is an
anodyne extension in Strat .
B.1. Pushout-products of anodyne extensions and monomorphisms
in Strat . In this subsection, we show that the pushout-product of certain
Λn-anodyne extensions I → J and a generating monomorphism K →֒ L is a
Λn-anodyne extension in Strat . In each of the cases that we treat, the map
(I × L) ∐
I×K
(J ×K)→ J × L,
is an entire inclusion. This means that it is an identity on the underlying
simplicial set, and we only need to show that we can mark all the simplices
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that are marked in J ×L by means of a pushout with a suitable elementary
Λn-anodyne extension.
Lemma B.5. Given m ≥ 1 and l ≥ −1, the pushout-product of the satura-
tion anodyne map ∆[l] ⋆ ∆[3]eq →֒ ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]
♯ with the boundary inclusion
∂∆[m] →֒ ∆[m],
(∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq)×∆[m] ∐
(∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq)×∂∆[m]
(∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯)× ∂∆[m] →֒ (∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯)×∆[m],
is a Λn-anodyne extension in Strat .
The strategy for the proof was shared with us by Riehl in a personal
communication.
Proof. The map that we ought to show being anodyne is an entire inclusion
with underlying simplicial set (∆[l] ⋆∆[3]) ×∆[m] ∼= ∆[l + 4] ×∆[m], and
we analyze the differences in the stratifications.
For k ≥ l+ 3, we observe that every k-simplex is marked in ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq.
Indeed, a k-simplex of ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq can be written in the form
α1 ⋆ α2 : ∆[k1] ⋆∆[k2] ∼= ∆[k1 + 1 + k2] −→ ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]
with k1, k2 ≥ −1 and k1 + k2 = k − 1. Now if k2 ≥ 2, then the resulting
k-simplex is marked since ∆[3]eq is 1-trivial. If k2 ≤ 1, we conclude k1 ≥
k − 2 ≥ l + 1, so that the k1-simplex α2 of ∆[l] is necessarily degenerate
and thus marked. This shows that every k-simplex for k ≥ (l+3) is marked
in ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq. Combining with the fact that ∆[m] is m-trivial, we obtain
that every k-simplex of the left-hand side (and thus of the right-hand side)
is marked for k ≥ max{l+3,m+1}. For k ≤ m, every marked k-simplex of
∆[m] is degenerate, and therefore lies in ∂∆[m], so that the marked simplices
in dimensions k ≤ m coincide on both sides. This means the simplices
that are marked in the right hand side and not in the left hand side are
concentrated in dimensions m < k < l + 3, whenever this set is non-empty.
Any k-simplex of ∆[l + 4]×∆[m] can be written in the form
(α1 ⋆ α2, β) : ∆[k1] ⋆∆[k2] ∼= ∆[k] −→ (∆[l] ⋆∆[3])×∆[m]
with k1, k2 ≥ −1 and k1 + k2 = k − 1. For such a simplex being marked on
the right-hand side but not on the left-hand side, it is necessary that k2 = 1
and α2 represents one amongst [01], [12], [23], [03]. Furthermore, β needs to
be surjective, since otherwise β would be contained in ∂∆[m]. Finally, we
observe that if k1 > l, then also α1 needs to be degenerate and so α1 ⋆ α2 is
already marked in ∆[l] ⋆ ∆[3]eq. Thus if (α1 ⋆ α2, β) is marked only in the
right-hand side, we may assume that k1 = k − 2 ≤ l and α1 being injective.
Since β is surjective, we also know that β(k) = m.
We start by marking all simplices (α1 ⋆ α2, β) for fixed α1 and β and
for which β(k − 1) = m, by taking a suitable pushout along an elementary
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anodyne extension. To this end, consider the map of simplicial sets
(α1 ⋆ id, β ◦ s
k ◦ sk+1) : ∆[k − 2] ⋆∆[3] ∼= ∆[k + 2]→ (∆[l] ⋆∆[3])×∆[m].
In order to upgrade it to a map of stratified simplicial sets
∆[k − 2] ⋆∆[3]eq → (∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq)×∆[m] ∐
(∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq)×∂∆[m]
(∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯)× ∂∆[m],
we observe that a simplex
γ1 ⋆ γ2 : ∆[s1] ⋆∆[s2] −→ ∆[k − 2] ⋆∆[3]
with s1, s2 ≥ −1 is marked in ∆[k − 2] ⋆ ∆[3]eq if and only if at least one
amongst γ1 and γ2 is degenerate, or if γ2 = [02] or γ2 = [13], or s2 = 2, 3.
• In the first case, one of the components γi is degenerate, and therefore
so is its composite with either of α1 ⋆ id and β ◦ s
k ◦ sk+1.
• In the second case, the simplex (α1 ⋆ id) ◦ (γ1 ⋆ γ2) = (α1 ◦ γ1) ⋆ γ2 is
marked in ∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq by definition, and the simplex β◦s
k◦sk+1(γ1⋆
γ2) is degenerate, as a consequence of the expressions
β ◦ sk ◦ sk+1 ◦ (γ1 ⋆ [02])(s1 + 1) = β(k − 1) = m
β ◦ sk ◦ sk+1 ◦ (γ1 ⋆ [02])(s1 + 3) = β(k) = m
β ◦ sk ◦ sk+1 ◦ (γ1 ⋆ [13])(s1 + 2) = β(k) = m
β ◦ sk ◦ sk+1 ◦ (γ1 ⋆ [13])(s1 + 4) = β(k) = m.
• In the third case, the simplex (α1 ◦ γ1) ⋆ γ2 is marked in ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq
by definition of ∆[3]eq, and the simplex β ◦ s
k ◦ sk+1 ◦ (γ1 ⋆ γ2) is
degenerate.
These considerations guarantee that the map of simplicial sets defines a map
of stratified simplicial sets
(α1 ⋆ id, β ◦ s
k ◦ sk+1) :
∆[k − 2] ⋆∆[3]eq → (∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq)×∆[m] ∐
(∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq)×∂∆[m]
(∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯)× ∂∆[m].
Taking the pushout of this map along the elementary saturation anodyne
map
∆[k − 2] ⋆∆[3]eq → ∆[k − 2] ⋆∆[3]
♯
would mark, in particular, the k-simplex
(α1 ⋆ id, β ◦ s
k ◦ sk+1) ◦ (id ⋆α2) = (α1 ⋆ α2, β) : ∆[k]→ ∆[l + 4]×∆[m]
for α2 = [01], [12], [23], [03]. Taking the pushout along the sum (over α1 and β
such that β(k−1)) of all maps constructed this way, we obtain a new stratified
set P , which is an entire sub-stratified simplicial set of ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯ ×∆[m].
By the previous analysis, the only k-simplices marked in∆[l]⋆∆[3]♯×∆[m]
and not in P are those of the form
(α1 ⋆ α2, β) : ∆[k]→ (∆[l] ⋆∆[3])×∆[m]
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with α2 = [01], [12], [23], [03], α1 injective, β surjective and degenerate, and
β(k − 1) = m− 1.
We proceed to marking all the missing simplices, by taking a suitable
pushout along an elementary complicial thinness anodyne extension. For
this, consider the simplicial map
((α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
k−1, β ◦ sk) : ∆[k + 1]→ ∆[l + 4]×∆[m].
In order to upgrade it to a map of stratified simplicial sets ∆k[k + 1]′ → P ,
we record the following.
• If an s-simplex γ : ∆[s] → ∆[k + 1] contains {k − 1, k, k + 1} in its
image, the simplices (α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
k−1 ◦ γ and (β ◦ sk) ◦ γ are both
degenerate.
• The image of the (k + 1)-st face dk+1 : ∆[k] → ∆[k + 1] can be
computed by means of the expressions
(α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
k−1 ◦ dk+1 = (α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ d
k ◦ sk−1,
β ◦ sk ◦ dk+1 = β.
In particular, the first component (α1 ⋆α2)◦s
k−1 ◦dk+1 is degenerate
by construction and the second component β ◦sk ◦dk+1 is degenerate
by assumption.
• The image of the (k − 1)-st face dk−1 : ∆[k] → ∆[k + 1] can be
computed by means of the expressions
(α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
k−1 ◦ dk−1 = α1 ⋆ α2,
β ◦ sk ◦ dk−1 = β ◦ dk−1 ◦ sk−1.
Given that the second coordinate β◦sk◦dk−1 is degenerate and fulfils
β ◦ sk ◦ dk−1 = β ◦ dk−1 ◦ sk−1(k − 1) = β(k) = m,
the simplex (α1 ⋆ α2, β ◦ d
k−1 ◦ sk−1) is one of the simplices marked
marked in P by construction on P .
These considerations guarantee that the map of simplicial sets defines a map
of stratified simplicial sets
∆k[k + 1]′ → P.
Taking the pushout of this map along the complicial thinness extension
∆k−1[k + 1]′ → ∆k−1[k + 1]′′
would mark precisely to mark the k-th face, which is (α1 ⋆α2, β). Taking the
pushout along the sum (over α1, β such that β(m− 1) = k − 1) of all maps
constructed this way, marks all the missing simplices, obtaining precisely
∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯ ×∆[m] from P , as desired. 
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Lemma B.6. Given n ≥ 1 and l ≥ −1, the pushout-product of of the satura-
tion anodyne map ∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq →֒ ∆[l]⋆∆[3]
♯ with the generating monomor-
phism ∆[m] →֒ ∆[m]t,
(∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq)×∆[m]t ∐
(∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq)×∆[m]
(∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯)×∆[m] →֒ (∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯)×∆[m]t
is a Λn-anodyne extension in Strat .
Proof. The map that we ought to show being anodyne is an entire inclusion
with underlying simplicial set ∆[l+4]×∆[m], and we analyze the differences
in the stratifications. If a k-simplex
(σ1, σ2) : ∆[k]→ ∆[l + 4]×∆[m]
is marked in the right-hand side, either σ2 is an identity (and in particular
k = m) or σ2 is degenerate. In the latter case, the simplex is already marked
in ∆[l] ⋆ ∆[3]♯ × ∆[m] and thus in the left-hand side, so without loss of
generality we can assume that the k-simplex is of the form
(σ1, id) : ∆[k]→ ∆[l + 4]×∆[m].
We also know that σ1 can be written in the form
σ1 = α1 ⋆ α2 : ∆[k1] ⋆∆[k2] = ∆[k1 + 1 + k2] = ∆[m]→ ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]
for some k1, k2 ≥ −1 and some α1, α2. Since σ1 is marked in ∆[l] ⋆ ∆[3]
♯,
either α1 is marked (and therefore degenerate) in ∆[l] or α2 is marked in
∆[3]♯ (possibly both). This implies that σ1 is also marked in ∆[l] ⋆ ∆[3]eq
and (σ1, id) is already marked in the left-hand side, unless α1 is injective,
k2 = 1 and α2 = [01], [12], [23], [13].
We will mark the missing simplices (α1 ⋆ α2, id) by taking a suitable
pushout along a complicial thinness anodyne extension. To this end, consider
the map of simplicial sets
((α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
m−1, sm) : ∆[m+ 1]→ ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]×∆[m].
In order to upgrade it to a map of stratified simplicial sets
∆m[m+ 1]′ → ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq ×∆[m]t ∐
∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq×∆[m]
∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯ ×∆[m],
we record the following.
• If an s-simplex γ : ∆[s] → ∆[m + 1] contains {m − 1,m,m + 1} in
its image, the simplices (α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
m−1 ◦ γ and sm ◦ γ are both
degenerate.
• The image of the (m − 1)-st face dm−1 : ∆[m] → ∆[m + 1] can be
computed by means of the expressions
((α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
m−1, sm) ◦ dm−1 = (α1 ⋆ α2, s
m ◦ dm−1).
Given that the second component is degenerate and the first com-
ponent is marked in ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯, the resulting simplex is marked in
∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯ ×∆[m].
• The image of the (m + 1)-st face dm+1 : ∆[m] → ∆[m + 1] can be
computed by means of the expressions
(α1 ⋆ α2 ◦ s
m−1, sm) ◦ dm+1 = ((α1 ⋆ α2) ◦ s
m−1 ◦ dm+1, id)
Given that the first component is degenerate and the second is an
identity, this simplex is marked in ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq ×∆[m]t.
These considerations guarantee that the map of simplicial sets defines a map
of stratified simplicial sets
∆m[m+ 1]′ → ∆[l] ⋆∆[3]eq ×∆[m]t ∐
∆[l]⋆∆[3]eq×∆[m]
∆[l] ⋆∆[3]♯ ×∆[m].
Taking the pushout of this map along the complicial thinness extension
∆m[m+ 1]′ → ∆m[m+ 1]′′
would mark the simplex (α1⋆α2, id). Taking the pushout of the sum (over α1
and α2) of the maps constructed in this way along the complicial thinness
extension ∆m[m + 1]′ → ∆m[m + 1]′′ marks all simplices (α1 ⋆ α2, id), as
desired. 
Lemma B.7. Given m ≥ 0 and l > n, the pushout-product of the triviality
anodyne map ∆[l] →֒ ∆[l]t with the boundary inclusion ∂∆[m] →֒ ∆[m],
∆[l]×∆[m] ∐
∆[l]×∂∆[m]
∆[l]t × ∂∆[m] →֒ ∆[l]t ×∆[m],
is a Λn-anodyne extension in Strat
Proof. The map that we ought to show being anodyne is an entire inclusion
with underlying simplicial set ∆[l]×∆[m], and we analyze the differences in
the stratifications.
If a k-simplex
(σ1, σ2) : ∆[k]→ ∆[l]×∆[m]
ia marked in the right-hand side, then σ1 needs to be either degenerate or
an identity, and σ2 needs to be degenerate. If σ1 is degenerate, then (σ1, σ2)
is already marked in ∆[l]×∆[m] and thus in the left-hand side. So without
loss of generality we can assume that σ1 = id, and in particular k = l. This
means that the only simplices that are marked in the right-hand side and
not in the left-hand side must be of dimension l. These simplices can be
marked by taking a pushout of a sum of the triviality elementary anodyne
extension ∆[l]→ ∆[l]t. 
Lemma B.8. Given m ≥ 1 and l > n, the pushout-product of the triviality
anodyne map ∆[l] →֒ ∆[l]t with the generating monomorphism ∆[m] →֒
∆[m]t,
∆[l]×∆[m]t ∐
∆[l]×∆[m]
∆[l]t ×∆[m] →֒ ∆[l]t ×∆[m]t
is a Λn-anodyne extension in Strat .
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Proof. The map that we ought to show being anodyne is an entire inclusion
with underlying simplicial set ∆[l]×∆[m], and we analyze the differences in
the stratifications.
If a k-simplex
(σ1, σ2) : ∆[k]→ ∆[l]×∆[m]
is marked in the right-hand side, then σ1 and σ2 need to be either degenerate
or identities. If at least one of the two is degenerate, then (σ1, σ2) is already
marked in the left-hand side. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume
that k = l = n and σ1 = σ2 = id. This means that the only simplices that
are marked in the right-hand side and not in the left-hand side must be of
dimension l. These simplices can be marked by taking a pushout of a sum
of the triviality elementary anodyne extension ∆[l]→ ∆[l]t. 
Appendix C. The Reedy structure on t∆
We aim to endow t∆ with a Reedy structure. We refer the reader to [Hir03,
§15.1] for the definition of a Reedy category, and for the Reedy structure
(∆+,∆−) on∆, with respect to the subcategory∆+ consisting of all injective
maps and the subcategory ∆− consisting of all surjective maps.
Notation C.1. Let deg : Ob(t∆)→ Z≥0 be the degree function defined by
deg([0]) = 0,
deg([k]) = 2k − 1 for k ≥ 1,
deg([k]t) = 2k for k ≥ 1.
The resulting (pre)order on t∆ can be pictured as
[0] < [1] < [1]t < · · · < [k] < [k]t < . . . .
We denote
• by t∆+ be the subcategory of t∆ generated by ∆+ and by the co-
marking maps ϕ : [k]→ [k]t for all k ≥ 1, and
• by t∆− be the subcategory of t∆ generated by ∆− and by the maps
ζ i : [k]t → [k − 1] for all k ≥ 1 and all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
Proposition C.2. The category t∆ endowed with the structure from Nota-
tion C.1 is a Reedy category.
Proof. As a preliminary remark, we observe that in t∆−, there are no gen-
erating maps (and thus no non-identity maps) whose target is in t∆ \ ∆.
Similarly, there are no non-identity maps in t∆+ whose source is in t∆ \∆.
Also, given that there is no relation in t∆ of the form ϕ ◦α = α′, the map ϕ
is a monomorphism and any map in t∆+ is either in ∆+ or can be uniquely
decomposed as
[m] [n] [n]t
β ϕ
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with β ∈ ∆+. Similarly, each map in t∆− is either in ∆− or can be (non-
uniquely!) decomposed as
[k]t [k − 1] [n]
ζi β
with β ∈ ∆−.
We need to show that each map in t∆ can be uniquely decomposed into a
map in t∆−, followed by a map in t∆+. For this, we distinguish several cases.
In every case, we first provide a factorization and then prove its uniqueness.
(1) A map α : [m]→ [n] between elements of ∆ factors as
[m]։ [im(α)]֌ [n],
where im(α) + 1 is the cardinality of the image of α. Since ∆ is Reedy,
this factorization is unique in ∆, and a different factorization in t∆
would need to be of the form
[m]։ [k]t֌ [n],
which is impossible as there are no maps of this form in t∆−.
(2) A map of the form α : [m]→ [n]t factors as
[m]։ [k]֌ [n]֌ [n]t,
where the first two maps form canonical factorization in ∆ as in the first
case. Given any other factorization
[m]։ [k′](t) ֌ [n]t,
we know by the prelimary remark that the latter map needs to be of the
form [k′]֌ [n]֌ [n]t, with the first map [k
′]֌ [n] being in ∆+. This
reduces the uniqueness of the factorization again to the analogous result
in ∆.
(3) A map of the form α : [m]t → [n] factors as
[m]t [m− 1] [k] [n],
ζi β
where the last two maps come from the factorization in ∆. The choice
of i might not be unique, but we claim that the composite of ζ i and β
is unique. Given any other factorization
[m]t [l](t) [n],
we can conclude that the intermediate object has to be in ∆ by the
preliminary remark. Now we can precompose both factorizations with
ϕ to exploit the normal form in ∆−. A careful analysis of the possible
choices of i and β, employing the relation si ◦ ζj = sj−1 ◦ ζ i, proves the
uniqueness of the decomposition.
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(4) A non-identity map α : [m]t → [n]t factors as
[m]t [m− 1] [k] [n] [n]t,
ζi β ϕ
where the two middle maps come from the factorization in ∆. Observe
once again that since there is no relation of the form ϕα = α′, any two
different factorizations would need to agree before the last application
of ϕ, which reduces this case to the previous one. 
Recall from Definition A.11 the notion of a regular skeletal Reedy category.
Proposition C.3. The category t∆ is regular skeletal Reedy category.
Proof. We verify the conditions (1)-(3) from Definition A.11 for t∆.
(1) We need to show that every morphism in t∆− admits a section. First,
every morphism in ∆− admits a section, given that every morphism in
∆− is a composition of s
j for varying j, and sjdj = id. Next, every ζ i
admits a section since we have ζ iϕ = si and thus ζ iϕdi = sidi = id.
Therefore, any morphism in t∆−, which is a composite of maps in ∆−
and of maps of the form ζ i, admits a section, as desired.
(2) We need to show that two parallel arrows in t∆− coincide if they have
the same set of sections. Note that any morphism in t∆− is either in
∆− or of the form αζ
i with α ∈ ∆−.
Given that t∆ does not have non-trivial automorphisms, and that ∆
is a full subcategory, the statement follows from the one for ∆.
Now assume that αζ i, βζj : [k]t → [l] have the same set of sections.
Since the sections are maps of the form [l] → [k]t, all of them can be
necessarily written as ϕγ for some γ in ∆. Since ϕ is a monomorphism,
we conclude that αζ iϕ = αsi and βζjϕ = βsj have the same set of
sections. Given that ∆ is regular skeletal, we obtain that αζ iϕ = βζjϕ.
Since ϕ is an epimorphism, we conclude that αζ i = βζj, as desired.
(3) We need to show that every morphism in t∆+ is a monomorphism. This
is true for morphisms in ∆+, given that they have left inverses, and we
observed that ϕ is a monomorphism before. 
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